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Humans, animals and plants are a source of inspiration for developing robots. Materials and devices, including robots, are being 

developed with properties, appearance, kinds of movements or behaviour similar to those of biological systems, so called 

biomimetic systems. However, the components of most of them are based on dry devices exploiting various physical phenomena 

such as variations in magnetic fields due to a current flow (electrical motors), variations in pressure (pneumatic and hydraulic 

motors).   

On the other hand, natural muscles are wet and composed by ordered cells in which chemical reactions promote the movement of 

the muscles. Those reactions involve the muscle cells themselves, composed up to around 75% of water (depending on the 

muscle), macromolecules forming the different parts of the cell, chemical reactions as ATP hydrolysis that involve ionic 

exchanges with the surroundings and conformational changes that constitute the movement of the muscle.  

Inspired by natural muscles, artificial muscles based on reversible reactions occurring in a dense gel are being developed, 

mimicking, in a very simple way, the intracellular matrix of the muscular cells [1]. They are based on materials, such as 

conducting polymers immersed in an electrolyte, able to change their properties (e.g. volume, colour, porosity, and electrical 

potential) while changing their composition caused by the reaction in a reversible and reproducible way. Such reaction promotes 

ionic exchanges and conformational movements of the constitutive polymeric chains. 

For the first time, artificial proprioceptive devices (able to sense variables from the environment while moving) are being 

developed. They are able to move at a specific rate or up to a specific position while sensing mechanical (mass displaced or 

objects on its way, i.e. tactile artificial muscles), physical (temperature, applied current) and chemical variables (electrolyte 

concentration). All this valuable information is included in the only two connecting wires needed to close the electrical circuit. In 

contrary, robots need a motor to produce movement and different sensors to control that same movement. Humans and animals 

only have muscles. Using reactive artificial muscles, it is possible to get valuable information regarding the environment with no 

extra sensors nor connections, thus opening the possibility to develop cheaper, more reliable systems [2]. 

Looking again to natural muscles, it is possible to clearly observe that muscle cells are perfectly aligned so all of them move in 

the same direction helping to the movement. In conducting polymer films, each of the constitutive polymer chains (basic 

molecular motor) it is placed in a different, random direction, which generates movement and forces in opposite directions, which 

considerably decreases the actuation. Recently, a way of aligning conducting polymers has been proposed. Using textile structures 

it has been possible to get cooperative and synergetic effects between the different fibres mimicking the structure of fibrils in 

natural muscles, getting strains and forces that increase up to more than one order of magnitude, depending on the textile material 

and construction [3,4]. 
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